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In this paper� we present a novel iterative numerical solution to the Poisson equation whose so�

lution is needed in a variety of low�level vision problems� Our algorithm is an O�N �N being

the number of discretization points� iterative technique and does not make any assumptions on the

shape of the input domain unlike the polyhedral domain assumption in the proof of convergence of

multi�grid techniques ��	� �
�� We present two major results namely� a generalized version of the

capacitance matrix theorem ��� and a theorem on O�N convergence of the alternating direction

implicit method �ADI� used in our algorithm� Using this generalized theorem� we express the linear

system corresponding to the discretized Poisson equation as a Lyapunov and a Capacitance matrix

equation� The former is solved using the ADI method while the solution to the later is obtained

using a modied bi�conjugate gradient algorithm� We demonstrate the algorithm performance on

synthesized data for the surface reconstruction and the SFS problems�

� Introduction

The problem of reconstructing and representing three�dimensional shapes has received an enormous

amount of attention in vision research for the past decade� In this paper we will be concerned with

the problem of surface shape recovery from shading and sparse depth information� These problems

may be formulated in the framework of variational principles which lead to solving Euler�Lagrange

equations as the necessary condition for a minimum� In these problems� there is a need to solve one

or more Poisson equations of the form �v � f � Several other problems in low�level vision can be

formulated in the variational principle framework and lead to solving one or more discrete Poisson

equations� Our selection of the surface reconstruction and shape from shading problem in this paper

has no predisposed preference� The Poisson equation �an elliptic PDE� when discretized leads to a

large sparse linear system which may be solved by using either direct or iterative numerical methods�

In the iterative solution category� we have numerous techniques namely� Gauss�Seidel ���� suc�

cessive over relaxation �SOR� conjugate gradient ���� hierarchical conjugate gradient �HCG �
���

and multigrid methods� The slowest being Gauss�Seidel� taking O�N� time to converge for an

N �N problem ��� while� the fastest being multi�grid methods taking O�N time to converge �	���

Although the multi�grid techniques have been applied successfully to a general class of problems�






the proofs of convergence are restricted to a special class of problems �	��� Hackbusch �	�� presents

a general concept for proving the convergence of multi�grid iterations under some assumptions on

the regularity of the domain boundary� Braess ��� proved the convergence of the multi�grid so�

lution to the Poisson equation on a uniform grid and showed that the results are independent of

the shape of the domain as long it is polygonal and convex� Recently� Xu �
�� presents a uni�ed

theory for classifying a class of iterative solution methods for symmetric positive de�nite problems�

An abstract convergence theory is established and applied to a particular problem by specifying�

a decomposition of the underlying space� and the corresponding subspace solvers� With multi�grid

methods� the subspaces are given by multiple coarser grids� As a direct consequence of the abstract

theory� optimal convergence estimates for a given algorithm can be obtained via the estimation

of only two parameters �see Xu �
�� for details� Although� results for convergence of multi�grid

methods for complicated domains have been discussed in �
�� 
��� the analysis is limited to domains

with Lipschutz boundaries and has to be done on a case by case basis and is di�erent for each case�

Direct solutions to the discretized Poisson equation �for irregular regions are based on a the�

orem called the capacitance matrix theorem which was stated and proved in Buzbee et al�� ����

The direct solutions using the capacitance matrix theorem employ the Fourier�Toeplitz method in

combination with LU decomposition �	��� the Cholesky decomposition ��� or the conjugate gradient

�	�� technique� The Fourier�Toeplitz method requires O�N logN time and the LU decomposition�

Cholesky factorization or the conjugate gradient require O�n� � O�N
p
N� Thus� making the

overall complexity O�N
p
N�

In this paper� we present an iterative O�N solution to the Poisson equation� which does not make

any assumptions on the domain shape or its regularity and treats them all in a uniform manner�

Our algorithm is based on the generalized version of the capacitance matrix theorem which we

state and prove in this paper� In Our algorithm we �rst transform the linear system of equations

into a Lyapunov matrix equation and an associated linear system with a capacitance matrix� The

former is solved using the alternating direction implicit method �ADI while the solution to the

later is obtained using a modi�ed bi�conjugate gradient technique� The total time complexity of

our algorithm is the sum of the time complexities of the ADI and the bi�conjugate gradient methods�

We prove that the ADI method takes a constant number of iterations with each iteration taking
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O�N time� In our proof� we make use of the spectral characteristic of the Laplacian operator which

appears on the left hand side of the Poisson equation and impose a very mild restriction on the

spectral characteristics of the input data� This restriction amounts to requiring that the frequency

content of the data be upper bound by an increasing function of k�k� �� is the frequency domain

vector valued variable of degree less than 	� In all low�level vision problems considered in this

paper and many others� this restriction is not violated� For the bi�conjugate gradient algorithm�

which requires a �dense matrix vector multiplication in each iteration� we propose to carry out

this operation in a wavelet basis� Approximation to matrix vector multiplication in a wavelet

basis requires only O�
p
N � O�n time� Thus� the bi�conjugate gradient algorithm with the

aforementioned wavelet basis approximation to the matrix vector products will require O�N time

since there are O�
p
N  � O�n iterations in the algorithm� Hence� the total time complexity of our

algorithm is O�N� We will present the details of our algorithm in subsequent sections�

The rest of the paper is organized as follows� in section 
� we present various low�level vision

problems whose formulations lead to solving the discretized Poisson equation� section � contains

our formulation for the solution to the Poisson equation and a ��ow chart� of our algorithm along

with a description of the individual blocks of the ��ow chart� are presented in section ���� In section

� we present a numerical solution to the discretized Poisson equation and prove the convergence of

the ADI iterative technique applied to our problem� A modi�ed bi�conjugate gradient algorithm

for solving the capacitance matrix equation is also presented� In section �� we present examples of

our algorithm applied to synthetic data for the surface reconstruction and the shape from shading

problems and �nally conclude in section ��

� Low�level Vision Problems and Previous Work

There are many problems in low�level vision which when formulated as variational principles lead

to solving one or more discretized Poisson equations� Some of these problems are� the surface

reconstruction ��� 
�� 
�� �� shape from shading �	
� 	��� lightness �		� and optical �ow �	�� 	��� In

this paper� we will very brie�y discuss the formulation of the �rst two of these problems as variational

principles and without dwelling much on them� will point out the structure of the matrices that
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appear in the linear system which needs to be solved for surface shape recovery�

��� Variational Principle Formulation

Variational formulations for various low�level vision problems have been reported in Poggio et al��

�	��� These formulations make use of the popular theory of regularization� In a regularization

framework� generic smoothness assumptions are imposed on the solution space prior to attempt�

ing any functional minimization� The smoothness constraints are well characterized by a class of

generalized multi�dimensional spline functionals �

�� The formulations involve minimization of an

energy functional E� which is the sum of the energy contribution from the smoothness constraint

�Es and the data constraint �Ed i�e��

Find u such that E�u �
inf

v � H E�v �	

where� H de�nes the linear admissible space of smooth functions de�ned on �� and the functional

E�v � P�v � �S�v �


Where� � is called the regularization parameter that controls the contribution of the smoothness

term� S�v � H �� � is a functional on H that is a measure of smoothness of an admissible function

v�x� y and P�v � H �� � is a functional that measures the discrepancy between the function and

the given data �

��

We will now proceed to discuss the speci�c functionals used for S�v and P�v in the surface

reconstruction and the SFS problems�

����� Surface Reconstruction

Surface reconstruction from range data has been intensely studied for the past decade by many

researchers in the computer vision community ��� 
�� 
�� 
�� �� 
�� 
��� Variational Splines �

� have

emerged as the single most popular solution to the surface reconstruction problem� In the following�

we give the precise expression for the smoothness and data constraints used in the variational
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formulation of surface reconstruction problem� The smoothness constraint using only the lowest

order derivative term can be written as�

S�v �
Z Z

�
�v�x � v�ygdxdy� ��

where v�x� y is the admissible function and vx� vy its partial derivatives assumed to be small�

The above energy expression can be interpreted as the de�ection energy in a membrane �e�g�� a

rubber sheet and serves as a stabilizer in the overall variational principle for the surface recon�

struction problem� To the stabilizer� we add data constraints via what are known as penalty terms�

The following penalty term which measures the discrepancy between the surface and data weighted

by the uncertainty in the data may be used�

P�v �
	




X
ci �v�xi� yi� di

� ��

Where� di are the depth data points speci�ed in the domain � and ci are the uncertainty associated

with the data� The total energy is E � �S�v � P�v� Where� � is the regularization parameter

that controls the amount of smoothing performed� The goal is to �nd a u that minimizes the total

potential energy E�v�

To compute a numerical solution to the above minimization problem� we �rst discretized the func�

tionals S�v and P�v using �nite element techniques �
��� The energy due to the data compatibility

term in discrete form becomes�

Ed�x�d �
	



�x� dTKd�x� d� ��

Where x is the discretized surface� d are the data points� and Kd is a diagonal matrix �for un�

correlated noise in the data containing the uncertainty �i associated with the data points� The

smoothness energy in discrete form is

Es�x �
	



xTKsx ��

where Ks is a very large �n� � n�� sparse and banded matrix called the sti�ness matrix� The

resulting energy function is a quadratic in x given by�

E�x �
	



xTKx� xTb � c ��
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with K � �Ks �Kd and b � Kdd� The minimum of this energy function u is found by solving the

large sparse linear system Kx � b� The structure of the sti�ness matrix K can be analyzed using

the computational molecules �
��� We present our fast solution to this problem in a subsequent

section�

����� Shape from Shading

Like the surface reconstruction problem� the shape from shading problem has received enormous

amount of attention in the past decade� Numerous solution methods using variational principle

formulations have been proposed� For a comprehensive set of papers on this topic� we refer the

reader to the book edited by Horn and Brooks �	
� and the work in �	�� 
	� 	���

In this problem� it is required to recover the shape of surfaces from image irradiance which

depends on surface geometry and re�ectance� scene illuminance and imaging geometry� The image

irradiance can be expressed directly as a function of the surface orientation if illuminance� re�ectance

and imaging geometry are assumed to be constant� The shape from shading problem is commonly

posed as a nonlinear� �rst order partial di�erential equation in two unknowns� called the image

irradiance equation� E�x� y � R�p� q �	
�� Where� E�x� y is the image irradiance at a point �x� y�

p � vx� q � vy are �rst partials of the surface function v�x� y� and R�p� q is the relation between

surface orientation �p� q and image irradiance E�x� y� To overcome the ambiguity caused along

occluding contours in the gradient space parameterization �p� q� a reparameterization of surface

orientation in terms of a stereographic mapping� f � 
ap� g � 
aq with a � 	��	�
p

	 � p� � q� is

used� With this reparameterization� the overall energy function �sum of stabilizer and data energies

to be minimized is expressed as

E�f� g � �
Z Z

�
�f�

x � f�
y  � �g�x � g�ydxdy �

Z Z
�
�E�x� y�R�f� g��dxdy� ��

The Euler Lagrange equations which express the necessary condition for a minimum are given by

the system of coupled PDEs

�f � ��R�f� g� E�x� y�Rf

�g � ��R�f� g� E�x� y�Rg

�
��

�



The above equations may be discretized and solved using the algorithm of Simchony et al�� �	��

which enforces integrability condition on p and q� The method involves solving three di�erent

discretized Poisson equations namely� Kx� � b�� Kx� � b�� and K�x� � b�� Where� K is the

sti�ness matrix obtained by discretizing the Laplacian operator �on the LHS of the equation �

with Dirichlet boundary conditions� K� is the sti�ness matrix obtained by discretizing the Poisson

equation for the depth from orientation problem i�e�� �z � px � qy with Neumann boundary

conditions� b��b� are the appropriate RHSs obtained by discrete computation of the RHS of

equation � at the current estimated value of �f� g� b� is the discrete form of the RHS of depth from

orientation equation for estimated �p� q from equation �� The structure of the sti�ness matrices

K can be analyzed using the computational molecules �
��� In the next section� we propose a fast

solution to the above discretized Poisson equations�

� Proposed Algorithm for Solving the Poisson Equation

In this section� we will propose a new algorithm to solve the algebraic system of equations resulting

from the discretization of the Poisson equation or the minimization of the discrete version of the

constrained variational principle discussed in the previous section� This algorithm is based on the

generalized version of the capacitance matrix theorem that we state and prove in this section�

��� Capacitance Matrix Technique

The Capacitance matrix technique ��� has been used to solve discrete elliptic PDEs on irregular

domains for the past several decades� This technique involves expressing the sti�ness matrix K as

the sum of K� and UVT � Where� we can choose K� to be a well structured matrix that is slightly

di�erent from the original sti�ness matrix K for the given PDE with certain boundary conditions

and UVT encodes the di�erence betweenK and K�� Thus� the solution to the linear systemKx � b

can be obtained by solving the alternate linear system K�x � b� and the associated linear system

with a capacitance matrix which will be discussed subsequently� O�N logN numerical methods

may be used to solve the linear system K�x � b�� for example� the Fourier�Toeplitz method �	�� ���

In this paper� we will present an O�N ADI method for solving the same� As for the capacitance

matrix equation� the solution depends on the dimensionality of UVT which is typically O�
p
N�

�



In the past� Buzbee et al�� ��� have used the LU decomposition �O�n� � O�N
p
N to solve the

Capacitance matrix equation� We present a modi�ed bi�conjugate gradient technique that takes

O�N time for solving the same�

The Sherman�Morrison�Woodbury formula ��� can be applied to solve �K� � UVT x � b only

when K and K� are nonsingular� When the rank�K� � �N � 	 and K is nonsingular� the

capacitance matrix theorem as stated in Buzbee et al�� ��� can be applied to obtain the solution�

However� in many applications� K may be singular and rank�K� � �N � 	 e�g�� the Poisson

equation with Neumann boundary conditions yields a singular K matrix� for higher order PDEs

such as the biharmonic equation� the rank�K� � �N � �� These problems can be solved via the

application of the generalized capacitance matrix theorem which is stated and proved below�

Theorem � GivenK � K� �UVT� whereK�K� � �N�N � U � �u�� � � � �up���� V � �v�� � � � �vp����

with u�� � � � �up�� being linearly independent vectors� and p � O�n where� n �
p
N � Assume

rank�K� � N � m� and let qi� i � �� � � � �m � 	� be the eigenvectors of K� corresponding to

zero eigenvalues� i�e� K�qi � �� such that qTi qj � 	�i� j� � � i� j � m � 	� and let qTi uj �


i	�i� j� for � � i� j � m� 	� where the constant 
i �� �� Let �x be a solution to

K��x � b�
m��X
j��

qTj b

qTj uj
uj � �	�

where b � range�K� For � � i � p � 	� let �i be a solution to

K��i � ui �
m��X
j��

qTj ui

qTj uj
uj � �		

and �� � � ��m�� are nonzero vectors� Dene the capacitance matrix C as

C � I�VT� �
m��X
j��

ej��

qTj U

qTj uj
� �	


where � � ���� � � � ��p���� and ej � �p�� is the unit vector with � at the j�th component and �

elsewhere� Assume there is a solution � to

C� � VT �x�
m��X
j��

qTj b

qTj uj
ej� �	�

then �x� �� is a solution to the linear system Kx � b�

�



Proof� To prove this theorem� we will show that K��x� �� � b� Expanding by substituting� K

for K� �UVT� we have

K��x� �� � K��x�K��� �UVT �x�UVT��� �	�

In this equation� we can use 	� and 		 for K��x and K�� respectively� For� VT��� we use equations

	
 and 	� to derive

VT�� � VT �x�
m��X
j��

qTj b

qTj uj
ej�� � � �

m��X
j��

ej��

qTj U

qTj uj
�� �	�

which is then substituted in the last term of equation 	�� This gives us K��x� �� � b�

In the above theorem� solutions to equations 	� and 		 exist since their RHSs are in the range of

K�� This can be seen by showing that the RHSs of these equations are orthogonal to the qi� the

eigenvector belonging to null�K�� As for the solution to equation 	�� we need more discussion�

We will show that a solution to equation 	� always exists in the two cases of interest �in this paper

� the Poisson equation with Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions respectively � by proving

that the capacitance matrix C is nonsingular�

For the surface reconstruction and SFS problems� we choose K� to be the matrix corresponding

to the discrete Laplacian operator on an embedded rectangular domain with periodic boundary

conditions� For this particular choice� rank�K� � �N � 	� In the case of Poisson equation with

Dirichlet boundary condition �e�g�� SR and SFS problems the sti�ness matrixK is nonsingular and

the following theorem concludes that the capacitance matrix C will be nonsingular implying that

the equation 	� always has a solution�

Corollary � In theorem �� if rank�K � N and rank�K� � N � 	� then the matrix C is nonsin�

gular�

Proof� To prove that C is nonsingular� we show that C� � � 	 � � �� When m � 	� we have

the condition rank�K� � �N � 	� Suppose C� � �� then we have

VT�� � e�
qT�U�

qT�u�
� � �	�

	�



from equation 	
� By de�nition� K�� � K��� �UVT��� Substituting equations 		 and 	� into

this equation� we get K�� � �� Since K is nonsingular� this implies �� � �� Hence� we have

K��� � �� Substituting for K�� from equation 		 yields�

�
� u� � qT

�
u�

qT
�
u�
u� � � � up�� � qT

�
up��

qT
�
u�

u�

�
� � �� �	�

After rearranging� this yields
p��X
i��

�iui �
p��X
i��

qT�ui

qT�u�
u�� �	�

The assumption that u�� � � � �up�� are linearly independent combined with equation 	� makes �i �

�� for 	 � i � p � 	� Since� �� �
Pp��

i�� �i�i � �� we have ���� � � 	 �� � � because� �� was

assumed to be a nonzero vector in theorem 	� Thus� � � �� and this leads to the conclusion that

C is nonsingular�

Now let s consider the problem of Poisson equation with Neumann boundary condition� The

matrix K� is the same as that in the Dirichlet boundary condition case� but the sti�ness matrix K

is singular here� To be more precise� rank�K � rank�K� � N � 	 and null�K � null�K� �

span�q�� In addition� after discretizing the boundary condition� we have 
i�qT�ui � qT�vi � ��

This leads to the following corollary�

Corollary � In theorem �� if rank�K � rank�K� � N � 	� null�K� � null�K and qT�ui �

qT� vi � ��
i� then equation �� can be simplied as

K��x � b� �	�

and equation �� can be simplied as

K��i � ui� �
�

� � i � p� 	� The capacitance matrix C � I�VT� is nonsingular and equation �� becomes

C� � VT�x� �
	

Therefore� �x� �� is a solution to the linear system Kx � b�

Proof� Since b � range�K� b is othogonal to null�K � null�K�� i�e� qT�b � �� So equation 	�

is simpli�ed to 	�� Similarly� qT�ui � � for all i� therefore equation 		 is simpli�ed to equation 
��

		



To prove that C is nonsingular� we show that C� � � 	 � � �� Suppose C� � �� it is obvious

that VT�� � ��� Thus we have

K�� � K��� �UVT��

� K��� �U�VT��

� U� �U���

� �

This means �� � null�K � null�K�� Consequently� K��� � �� Substituting for K�� from

equation 
� yields� h
u� u� � � � up��

i
� � �� �



Since u�� � � � �up�� are assumed to be linearly independent� we have � � �� and this proves that C

is nonsingular�

In summary� we propose theorem 	 as a general theorem for the capacitance matrix method� It

can be used for Elliptic PDEs of any order as long as equation 	� has a solution� In this paper� we

are particularly interested in solving the low�level vision problems corresponding to the 
�D Poisson

equation with Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions� Consequently� corollaries 	 and 
 are

presented to show that the capacitance matrix equation has a unique solution for the Dirichlet and

Neumann cases�

��� The choice of K�

The capacitance matrix method can be used to solve several linear systems of the form K�x � b as

shown in equations 	� and 		 respectively� Especially� in equation 		� we have to solve it p times�

where p is the rank of K�K�� Therefore� it is very crucial to choose a well structured K� so as to

e!ciently compute the solution in the capacitance matrix method�

In general� there are three criteria that dictate the choice K�� The �rst is the di�erence between

K� and K must be small in the sense that rank�K�K� is small� Secondly� K� must possess some

nice structure so as to have a fast numerical solution to the associated linear system� Lastly� K�

	




should be translation invariant� this property has the advantage of saving the computational cost in

solving equation 		 for each ui� � � i � p � 	� since there are only one or two nonzero components

in each ui� Therefore� we need to compute the solution h� to a linear system consisting of a matrix

K� and an RHS vector which is the projection of the unit vector onto the range of K�� Because�

h� is translation invariant� we can obtain the solution of �i in equation 		 without having to solve

any of the linear systems associated with each �i�

For discretized Poisson equations on irregular domains� we use the standard technique of imbeding

irregular domains in rectangular regions ���� Thus� the boundary conditions can be easily incor�

porated into UVT � Following the three categories given above� we can choose K� as the discrete

Laplacian operator on the doubly periodic imbedded rectangular domain� The exact form of K� is

given by�

K� �

�
���������

D �I �I
�I � � � � � �

� � � � � � � � �
� � � � � � �I

�I �I D

�
								


�
�

Where�

D �

�
��������

� �	 �	
�	 � �	

� � � � � � � � �

�	 � �	
�	 �	 �

�
							

� �
�

The matrixK� can be regarded as the result obtained from the ��point approximation to Laplacian

operator on a doubly periodic imbedded rectangular domain� From a computational molecule

�
�� point of view� only the membrane molecule is used at every node of the doubly periodic

rectangular domain� Therefore� the data constraint molecule� derivative �Neumann boundary

constraint molecule and all molecular inhibitions due to depth discontinuities and the imbeding

boundary are included in the matrix UVT � Since UVT �
Pp��

i�� uiv
T
i � each uivTi can be considered

as a data constraint molecule� a derivative constraint molecule or a molecule inhibition at some

location� Thus� we can see that the structures of ui and vi are very simple� Each vector contains

either one or two nonzero components� One nonzero component is for the case of the data constraint

	�



molecule while� two nonzero components are for the other two cases�

We can see that this particular choice of K� makes it circulant Toeplitz and thus translation

invariant� In addition� it can be decomposed as the sum of two tensor products of matrices A and

I� i�e��

K� � A� I� I�A� �
�

with

A �

�
��������


 �	 �	
�	 
 �	

� � � � � � � � �

�	 
 �	
�	 �	 


�
							

� �n�n�

and � is the tensor �Kronecker product� By using this special structure of the matrix K�� we can

rewrite any linear system of the form K�z � f as the following Lyapunov matrix equation

AZ � ZA � F� �
�

where Z and F are n � n matrices corresponding to their concatenated n� � 	 vectors z and f

respectively� It should be noted that n� � N � and that the matrix A in equation 
� is circulant

Toeplitz and symmetric positive�semide�nite� We can use the ADI method to solve this Lyapunov

matrix equation in O�N operations� We will prove this O�N computational complexity of the

ADI method in the next section�

��� Structure of the proposed Algorithm

In section ��	� we proved that the capacitance matrix technique can be used to solve the discretized

Poisson equation with Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions� We now describe the structure

of the proposed algorithm via a �owchart given in �gure 	�

The �ow of the algorithm follows from theorem 	� For linear systems with matrix K�� we use

the ADI method to solve the corresponding Lyapunov matrix equations� To form the capacitance

matrixC� we have to know �i� � � i � p�	� in equation 		� In fact� we don t need to solve equation

		 for each �i� By using the translation invariance property of K�� we just solve the linear system

�using the ADI method

K�h� � e� � qT� e�

qT�q�
q�� �
�

	�
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x
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Figure 	� The �ow chart of the proposed algorithm

where the unit vector e� has a single nonzero element at location 	� Thus� the solution h� can be

regarded as the impulse response to the pseudo�inverse operator K�
� � Since K� is singular with a

simple zero eigenvalue� the general form of the solutions can be written as h� � aq��
a � �� The

solution �i can be easily obtained from the impulse response h� because K�
� is a linear shift invariant

operator� In fact� we don t need to explicitly compute and store every �i since� they are needed

only for the computation of the C matrix using equation 	
� This is achieved by obtaining the

�i� j�th component of VT� i�e�� vTi �j from the values of h� corresponding to the relative locations

of the nonzero components of vi and uj�

In addition� we don t explicitly compute �� for the �nal solution since this matrix�vector mul�

tiplication takes O�pn� � O�n� operations �as p � O�n� Instead� we solve the following linear

system

K�y � U� � qT�U�

qT�u�
u� �
�

to get the solution y which has the same projection on the range of K� as ��� As for the projection

of �� on the null space of K�� it can be easily computed from the inner product of � and a �

�a�� � � � � ap��� where ai � qT��i is the projection of �i on the null space of K�� The coe!cients ai

can be chosen arbitrarily as long as a� �� �� To simplify the computations in our implementation�

	�



we assign ai � 	�
i� Thus�

�� � y� �aT� � qT�y

qT�q�
q�� �
�

The capacitance matrix C is a dense matrix of size p � p� To solve for � in equation 	�� we

employ the BCG �biconjugate gradient method in a wavelet basis to approximate the matrix�

vector multiplication in each iteration� The details of this modi�ed BCG method and the ADI

method are discussed in the next section�

� Numerical Solution

In this section� we discuss the convergence of ADI method applied to the Lyapunov matrix equation

and show that the computational cost for solving this equation is O�N by proving that the ADI

method can converge in a constant number of iterations independent of N � In addition� we present

a modi�ed biconjugate gradient method that is used in solving the capacitance linear system�

��� ADI Method for the Lyapunov Equation

The ADI method for solving a Lyapunov matrix equation is described in �	��� For any Lyapunov

matrix equation of the form AX �XA � B� the ADI method involves the following steps in each

iteration j � 	� 
� � � � � J �

�A� pjIXj� �

�

� B�Xj���A� pjI ���

Xj�A� pjI � B� �A � pjIXj� �

�

��	

For our problem� note that the matrix A is circulant Toeplitz and symmetric positive semide�nite

as discussed in section ��
� The special structure of matrix A helps in advancing the ADI iterations

very e!ciently in each step of the technique� On the left�hand side �LHS of the equations �� and

�	 respectively� the matrix A� pjI is very close to being tridiagonal except for the nonzero entries

at the corners namely� the entries �	�n and �n�	� These nonzero corner entries are caused due to

the doubly periodic boundary conditions discussed in the last section� In addition� A� pjI is SPD

for any positive parameter pj� Therefore� we can compute the LU decomposition of this matrix

	�



and then use the forward and back substitution to compute the updated solution� Due to the the

special structure of the matrix A� pjI� the solution update requires only O�N time per iteration�

We now examine the convergence of the ADI method for the Lyapunov matrix equation in our

algorithm� Let the initial X� � � �zero matrix� and �Xt � Xt�X�� where X� is the true solution

of the Lyapunov matrix equation� ��� ��� � � � � �n��� and q��q�� � � � �qn�� be the eigenvalues and the

eigenvectors of A respectively� For this symmetric matrix A� we have

A � QDQT � ��


where Q � �q� q�    qn���� D � diag���� ���    � �n���� and �k � � sin��
�� k��

�
	

n
 for k �

�� � � � � n�	� We express the eigenvalue �k in this form so as to have nondecreasing eigenvalues with

respect to the indices� The range of eigenvalues is between � and �� and the zero eigenvalue �when

k � � is simple� The orthogonal matrix Q contains the discrete sine or cosine function in each

column with increasing frequency corresponding to increasing eigenvalue� i�e�� the index increases�

For example� the eigenvector corresponding to the simple zero eigenvalue is a �at function whose

frequency is ��

By taking the tensor product of the eigenvectors� qk � ql� k� l � �� � � � � n� 	� we can generate an

orthogonal basis for �n�n and express the true solution X� in this basis as follows�

X� �
n��X
k��

n��X
l��

akl�qk � ql� ���

Subtracting each of the equations �� and �	 from the Lyapunov equation AX �XA � B� and

expressing X in the above tensor product basis� we have the following result for the error after t

iterations�

�Xt � �
n��X
k��

n��X
l��

�
� tY
j��

�
�k � pj
�k � pj

�
�l � pj
�l � pj



�

 akl�qk � ql� ���

The function inside the bracket is the error reduction factor in the basis qk � ql� Notice that the

Lyapunov matrix equation has an in�nite number of solutions due to the singularity of the matrix

A� The error reduction in each step is always less than 	 for eigenvectors with positive eigenvalues

and positive parameters pj while it is always 	 for the basis q��q� �which is evident from equation

�� after substituting k � l � � and �� � �� A solution to the Lyapunov matrix equation can be

obtained without reducing this factor at the component k � l � ��

	�



The classical ADI minimax parameter problem is to �nd the ADI parameters pj to minimize

the maximum of the error reduction function excluding the zero eigenvalue� i�e�� to minimize the

function

�t � max
�
k�l�n
����

j
tY

j��

�
�k � pj
�k � pj

�
�l � pj
�l � pj

j� ���

Applying the result from the classical ADI minimax analysis �	��� leads to an O�logN iterations

for convergence �
��� This in turn yields an overall computational complexity of O�N logN for

the ADI method since� O�N time is required per iteration in the ADI method� An O�N logN

computational complexity is unacceptable for our purposes �recall that we seek an O�N solution�

Thus� in order to design an O�N algorithm� it is essential to use the additional knowledge about

the problem e�g�� spectral characteristics of the di�erential operator in the PDE� The classical ADI

convergence analysis does not make use of any such knowledge� In this thesis� we reformulate the

ADI convergence analysis by incorporating the spectral characteristics of the Laplacian operator�

This is facilitated by making the following assumption�

Assumption � Let the projection of B� the RHS of the Lyapunov matrix equation� on the basis

qk �ql be bkl� Assume there exist a constant 
 � �� and a wm  � such that �
�k� ln��� �� jbklj �
wm


k��l��m
for some m  ����� and

P
k

P
l�

bkl
k��l�

� � 
w�
m�

For our Lyapunov matrix equation AX �XA � B� the relationship between the solution X and

the data B in the eigen basis of the matrix K� is akl � bkl
�k��l

� Therefore� the assumption jbklj �
wm


k��l��m 	 jaklj � wm

�k��l�
k��l��m

for some m  ����� Using the relation �
�
x � sinx � x for

x � ��� ��
�� we have c�k� � �k � c�k
� with c� � �

n�
and c� � ���

n�
� Thus� requiring that the solution

satisfy the constraint jaklj � wmn�


k��l��m�� for some m  �����

This assumption can be given the following spectral interpretation� The smaller values k or l

correspond to lower frequencies along vertical or horizontal direction� and vice versa� Consequently�

the assumption means that the overall frequency content of the input data or the right hand side

can be bounded by an increasing function of k�k� � �k� � l��� of degree less than 	� This can be

easily satis�ed when the overall frequency distribution of the input data is decreasing or uniform�

This is true in reality since� the low frequency content in signals is normally much higher than the

high frequency content�

	�



We �rst de�ne two matrices X� and �X�
t for use in the convergence analysis of the ADI method�

Let X� and �X�
t be the projections of the true solution X� and the error in computed solution �in

iteration t �Xt on the range of the matrix K� � � A � I� I�A� respectively� Note that� X�

and X� are almost the same except that X� doesn t have projection at the basis q� � q�� In the

ADI literature �	��� the convergence criterion is normally de�ned as follows� The ADI method for

the Lyapunov matrix equation is said to have converged when the relative Frobenius norm k�X�

tkF
kX�kF

is reduced to within a speci�ed error tolerance � lying between � and 	� i�e�� k�X�
tkF � �kX�kF �

This means we don t need to reduce the error component in the basis corresponding to the zero

eigenvalue or in the null space of K�� The problem is to �nd the number of iterations required in

the ADI method and the associated ADI parameter set to achieve k�X�
tkF � �kX�kF �

We make use of this convergence criterion and assumption 	 to reformulate the convergence theory

of the ADI method as follows� The Frobenius norm k�X�
tkF can be written as�

k�X�
tk�F �

X
k

X
l

a�kl

tY
j��

�
�k � pj
�k � pj

��
�l � pj
�l � pj

� ���

where the double summation takes every k and l between � and n � 	 except k � l � � �simulta�

neously� As a consequence of assumption 	 the ADI method for our Lyapunov matrix equation

can converge in a constant number of iterations� We state and prove this convergence result in the

following theorem�

Theorem � Given assumption � and an error tolerance � between � and �� there exists a constant

integer t such that 
n� k�X�
tkF � �kX�kF �

Proof� From the discussion on assumption 	� we have the following inequality for kX�kF �

kX�k�F �
X
k

X
l

�
bkl

�k � �l
� � n�

	�

X
k

X
l

�
bkl

k� � l�
� � n�

	�

w�

m ���

Applying assumption 	 to equation ��� we have the following inequality

k�X�
tk�F � X

k

X
l

w�
m

�k� � l��m��k � �l�

tY
j��

�
�k � pj
�k � pj

��
�l � pj
�l � pj

�

�
w�
m

n�m��
X
k

X
l

	

�� k
n
� � � l

n
��m��k � �l��q

�
	

n�
R�p�� p�� � � � � pt�

	�



where q is a positive number between � and 
m � 	 and

R�p�� p�� � � � � pt �
	

��k � �lq

tY
j��

�
�k � pj
�k � pj

��
�l � pj
�l � pj

�� ���

Using the fact that �k � � sin��
�� k��

�
	

n
 � �� k

n

�

for k � � and substituting into the above inequality�

we have

k�X�
tk�F �

w�
m

���qn�m��
X
k

X
l

�
	

�� k
n
� � � l

n
��m���q �

	

n�
R�p�� p�� � � � � pt

�
� ���

Then we have�

k�X�
tk�F �

w�
m

���qn�m��
X
k

X
l

�
	

�� k
n
� � � l

n
��m���q

	

n�

�
max

�
k�l�n
����
R�p�� p�� � � � � pt� ���

Note that the double summation on the RHS of equation �� takes every integer k and l between �

and n�	 except k � l � � simultaneously� Let the set of all the pair �k� l in this double summation

be denoted by A� By using the split in the set A� we have

X
k

X
l

f�k� l
	

n�
�

	

n�
ff��� 	 � f�	� � � f�	� 	 �

n��X
k��

f�k� � �
n��X
l��

f��� l �
X


k�l��B
f�k� lg� ��	

where f�k� l � �


 k
n
���
 l

n
����m���q

and B � �k� ln�	� 	 j k� l � 	� � � � � n� 	� By using the fact that

f�k� l is a strictly decreasing function of k and l� we can bound the terms with summation in

equation �	 by the corresponding terms in an integration form as follows�

X
k

X
l

f�k� l
	

n�
� ff��� 	 � f�	� � � f�	� 	g 	

n�
�

	

n

Z n��
n

�

n

	

x�m����q dx

�
	

n

Z n��
n

�

n

	

y�m����q dy �
Z Z

S

	

�x� � y��m���q dxdy� ��


where the integration domain S � f�x� yj�x� y � ��� 	�� ��� 	�n��� �
n
� ��� �

n
g� By transforming the

Cartesian coordinate to the polar coordinate� the term with double integral in equation �
 can be

bounded by the following integral�

Z �
�

�

Z p
�

�

n

	

r�m����q rdrd� �
�

��
m � 	� q
�n�m����q � 
�m���q

�
�

��
m � 	� q
n�m����q� ���


�



Substituting equation �� into equation �
 and calculating the integrals in equation �
� we obtain

the following inequality

X
k

X
l

	

�� k
n
� � � l

n
��m���q

	

n�
� �n�m����q� ���

where � � 
 � �
��m���q � �

�m����q � �
�
�m���q� is a constant�

Using equations ��� �� and ��� the convergence criterion k�XtkF � �kX�kF can be met with by

the following derived condition

max
�
k�l�n
����

R�p�� p�� � � � � pt � 
����q

�
n�q � Mn�q� ���

whereM is the constant de�ned as M �� �����q

�
Furthermore� we can bound the function maxk�ln
����R�p�� p�� � �

by a function of �k as follows�

max
�
k�l�n
����

R�p�� � � � � pt � max
�
k�l�n
����

�
� 	

��k � �lq

tY
j��

�
�k � pj
�k � pj

��
tY

j��

�
�l � pj
�l � pj

�

��
�

� max
��k�n��

	

�qk

tY
j��

�
�k � pj
�k � pj

�

The maximum taken from the values of function R at the nonzero eigenvalues�can be bounded by

using the maximum of the same function in an interval containing all the nonzero eigenvalues� Then

the convergence can be reached by using the following modi�ed requirement

max
���� sin�
�

n
��x��

	

xq

tY
j��

�
x� pj
x � pj

� �Mn�q� ���

For any positive pj � the function �
xq
Qt

j���
x�pj
x�pj

� is always less than the right�hand side when x �
�

M
�
q n�

� Therefore� in equation ��� the interval �� sin���
n
� � can be replaced by S � �� sin���

n
�min��� �

M
�
q n�

�

The convergence requirement in equation �� can be made less stringent by using the inequality�

max
x�S

	

xq

tY
j��

�
x� pj
x � pj

� � �max
x�S

tY
j��

�
x� pj
x � pj

��max
x�S

	

xq
� ���

leading to the following modi�ed requirement which when satis�ed automatically makes the in�

equality �� true�

max
x�S

tY
j��

�
x� pj
x � pj

� � �Mn�q�
	

maxx�S �
xq

 � �Mn�q�� sin��
�

n
q � M � ���


	



This bound M � will approach a constant when n��� Thus� the problem becomes one of �nding

the number of iterations t and the parameters pj such that the requirement in �� is satis�ed� This

requirement is of the same form as the classical ADI minimax problem which was solved by Jordan

as quoted in �
��� We can use the result in �
�� to determine the number of iterations required for

convergence� The number of iterations needed to meet this requirement is

J � d ln
�
M �
ln �

k�

��
e� ���

k� �
	

�� �
p
��� � 	

� ���

�� �
	



�� �

	

�
� ��	

where� dze denotes the smallest integer larger than z and � is the expansion factor of an interval

�a� b de�ned as b
a
� The expansion factor � of the interval of interest �S is �xed when n approaches

in�nity� i�e�

lim
n	
 � �

	

���M�	q
� ��


In the classical ADI minimax formulation� � is the spectral radius of the eigenvalues being considered

in A� which is shown be of the order of n� �
��� Since we use a di�erent formulation for convergence

and impose the spectral assumption on the data� the resulting � becomes
min
�� �

Mn�
�

� sin�
�
n
�

� When n���

the ratio � approaches a constant as given in equation �
 and M � also approaches a constant as

mentioned above� Therefore� we conclude that limn	
 J is a constant� i�e� there is a constant t

such that k�X�
tkF � �kX�kF is satis�ed for all n�

In �
��� an optimal set of ADI parameters for the general ADI iterations was given� We may use

these parameters to solve the minimax problem in equation ��� Although this set of ADI parameters

is not the optimal set to meet our convergence requirement� it provides us with a parameter set

which can achieve the convergence criterion in a constant number of iterations� Therefore� we use

the result in �
�� to select a suboptimal ADI parameter set� Solving for the optimal ADI parameters

in our problem requires complicated analysis using transformation theory �
�� and is currently under

investigation�







��� Modi�ed BCG Method for the Capacitance Matrix Equation

In this section we present an algorithm to solve the capacitance matrix equation de�ned earlier�

The conjugate�gradient�CG method is a very powerful iterative scheme to solve the symmetric

positive de�nite linear system� A natural generalization of the CG�type method to solve a general

nonsymmetric linear system is called the biconjugate gradient�BCG method �	��� The linear system

with the capacitance matrix is a nonsymmetric and inde�nite system� The size of the capacitance

matrix is determined by the rank of the matrix UVT � which contains the di�erence between K and

K�� With the K� proposed in section ��
� the size of the associated capacitance matrix is usually

O�n� The BCG method requires the computation of a matrix�vector product in each iteration�

Since the capacitance matrix C is dense� this matrix�vector product takes O�N operations� In this

section� we present a modi�ed biconjugate gradient method to solve this linear system by applying

the wavelet transform technique to approximate the multiplication and reduce the computational

cost to O�n� Since the BCG converges in O�n iterations� the computational complexity for the

modi�ed BCG method is O�n� � O�N�

The BCG algorithm �	�� for the nonsymmetric linear system C� � f is as follows�

�� Choose ��� and set q� � r� � f �C��� Choose "r� �� �� and set "q� � "r��

	� Compute 
N
k � "rTk��rk��� 


D
k � "qTk��Cqk��� and 
k � 
N

k �

D
k �


� Update �k � �k�� � 
kqk���

�� Set rk � rk�� � 
kCqk��� and "rk � "rk�� � 
kC
T "qk���

�� Compute �Nk � "rTk rk� and �k � �Nk �

N
k �

�� Set qk � rk � �kqk��� and "qk � "rk � �k"qk���

�� If rk � � or "rk � �� stop� else go to 	�

Like the CG� the operations and storage requirement per step in the BCG are constant� The

convergence behavior is similar to the CG method except that the BCG algorithm is susceptible to


�



breakdowns and numerical instabilities� To be more speci�c� division by � �or a number very close

to � may occur in computing 
k and �k� These two di�erent breakdowns may be avoided by using

the look�ahead Lanczos algorithm or the quasi�minimal residual�QMR algorithm ����

In the above algorithm� two matrix�vector multiplications Cqk�� and Cqk�� are required in each

iteration� Since the matrix C is dense� the direct multiplication will take O�N operations� which

is not acceptable to our pursuit of an O�N algorithm for the Poisson equation� Thus� we propose

to carry out the multiplication in a wavelet basis to reduce the computational cost �	� 
�� With

appropriate wavelet basis �
�� the decomposed matrix can be approximated to high accuracy by a

sparse matrix� After the approximation� the multiplication of this sparse matrix and the decomposed

vector can be reduced to O�n or O�n log�n operations �
�� Consequently� the modi�ed BCG

method is computationally e!cient�

The wavelet transform of a matrix D and vector q can be written as follows�

�D � �D�T� �q � �q� ���

where � is the wavelet transform matrix with each row corresponding to a wavelet basis vector�

If we use the orthogonal wavelet transform� then Dq � �T ��D�q� Therefore� we compute matrix�

vector multiplication in the wavelet domain and then transform back to the original domain by

using the wavelet reconstruction �inverse wavelet transform to obtain the product Dq�

It is very crucial to know the structure of the capacitance matrix to achieve an accurate and

e!cient approximation of the matrix� In equation 	
� the capacitance matrix is composed of

three matrices� i�e�� the identity matrix I� �Pm��
j�� ej��

qT
j
U

qT
j
uj

and V T�� The �rst two matrices are

extremely sparse� but the third is a dense matrix� When computing the matrix�vector product of

the capacitance matrix and a vector� we directly compute the separate products for the �rst two

sparse matrices while the aforementioned wavelet approximation scheme is used only for the matrix

V T��


�



� Experimental Results

In this section� we present the results of applying our algorithm to the surface reconstruction and

shape from shading problems� Our algorithm can also be applied to other low�level vision problems

such as the lightness� and optic �ow problems� however� due to lack of space we chose to limit our

discussion to the aforementioned two problems�

Surface Reconstruction� In this problem we applied our algorithm to solve the linear system

Kx � b which was derived in section 
�	�	� We synthesized a sparse range data set on a �� � ��

grid and introduced a depth discontinuity along the line between coordinates �	� �
 and ���� �
�

The input data set is very sparse and contains 	� data points randomly distributed in the plane as

shown in �gure 
�a� We apply our algorithm to this data to obtain the interpolated surface� We

can apply equation �� to compute the number of iterations required to guarantee the error tolerance

� to be within 	��� In this example we observe that 	� ADI iterations are needed to attain the

tolerance� We depict the surfaces after 	 and 	� ADI iterations in �gures 
�b and 
�c respectively�

In �gure 
�b� we can see that just one ADI iteration can produce the global shape of the exact

surface� This is because we advance the ADI iterations with the parameters pj  s starting with a

small value and proceeding toward large values� The smaller parameters are used to recover the low

frequency detail of the surface and the large values re�ne the shape with high frequency components�

Consequently� it is not surprising that the global shape was recovered in one iteration�

This phenomena of global to local shape recovery is quite di�erent from the other iterative numeri�

cal methods� Most of the other numerical methods do not exhibit this type of spectral characteristic

during the iterations� In addition to the fast convergence rate� another advantage of the ADI method

is that we can make use of the spectral properties of the di�erential operator in the PDE �in our

case� the Laplacian to speed up the convergence rate�

The SFS Problem� In this problem� we tested our algorithm on a synthetically generated image

of a Lambertian sphere illuminated by a distant point source and viewed from the same location as

the point source� Figure ��a depicts the �� � �� original shaded image with an � bit resolution in

gray per pixel� The sphere is assumed to have Lambertian re�ectance properties with a constant
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�a� �b�

�c�

Figure 
� Surface reconstruction example� �a original sparse data �b solution after 	 iteration of
ADI method and �c after 	� iterations�
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�a� �b�

�c� �d�

Figure �� Shape from shading example� �a Shaded sphere image �b irregular occluding boundary
imbedded in a rectangle �c recovered surface orientation� �d reconstructed surface shape�
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albedo� Both depth and orientation data are speci�ed on an occluding contour depicted in �gure

��b� Note that we have to solve three systems of equations namely Kx� � b�� Kx� � b� and

K�x� � b� �see section 
�	�
� The �rst two systems are for recovering the surface normals and the

last equation for recovering the depth from the surface orientation map� We start the ADI iteration

for the linear systems with the initial values of p � q � z � �� The recovered surface orientation

is shown in �gure ��c and the �nal surface shape obtained using the orinetation information is

depicted in �gure ��d� For each computed �p� q on the RHS of equation �� the ADI error tolerance

was set to 	��� The same tolerance was used for the ADI iterations in the depth from orientation

problem�

Although� we have not compared the computational time of existing solution methods for the dis�

cretized Poisson equation with the computational performance of our algorithm� we believe that our

method will outperform most other existing methods due to the O�N complexity of our algorithm�

Future research e�orts will focus on empirically demonstrating this claim�

� Conclusion

In this paper� we presented a novel and fast �O�N algorithm for solving the discretized Poisson

equation whose solution is required in numerous low�level vision problems� We presented two major

results namely� a generalized capacitance matrix theorem and an O�N convergence result for the

ADI method� Our algorithm does not make any assumptions on the shape of the input domain unlike

the polyhedral domain assumption in the convergence of multi�grid techniques �
�� 
��� Thus� this

makes our method the �rst O�N solution to the discretized Poisson equation in literature� with no

assumptions on the input domain boundary�

The implication of the generalized capacitance matrix theorem presented in this paper is that� we

can now apply the capacitance matrix technique to PDEs with higher order di�erential operators

such as the biharmonic operator etc� Also� we can handle cases such as the SFS problem on an

irregular domain with Neumann boundary conditions which speci�cally yields a singular K matrix�

This case can not be solved using the capacitance matrix technique of Buzbee et al�� ��� as mentioned

in �	�� because� the capacitance matrix theorem of ��� requires a nonsingular K� Our algorithm gives


�



a solution to this problem �recovers a surface within a scale factor in depth�

The techniques presented here will be useful for fast solutions to problems in other engineering

�elds leading to the Poisson equation� The framework of our solution holds strong promise for

solving higher order PDEs in O�N time� Our future research e�orts will be focussed toward

extending our O�N solution to PDEs with higher order di�erential operators�
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